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SOME PROPERTIES OF BITOPOLOGICAL HYPERSPACES 

By Mila MrSevié 

1. Introduction 

In this paper we continue the study 01 topological and bitopological properties 

considered in [IJ, [3], [4J, [5], [6J and [IOJ. We use the same terms and 

notations as in [3J and [5J but without the assumption that at least one 01 

the spaces (X, , ‘), i = 1, 2, is a T1 space. 

2 1n a bitopological space (X, -r' , -r .... ) a 8et is said to be quasioþen if jt is a 

union of r1 open and r2 open sets. A set is quasiclosed jf its complement is 

quasiopen . A set is sem;oþen Or r opell (semiclosed Or r closed) if it is open 

(closed) in the topologic.l space (X, ,). where ,= 닌V，2， is the least upper 
2 bound topology 01 " an :l ,'. A space (X, ,', , ') is quasicomþact if the to-

pological space (X, ,) is compact. The closure 01 a subset A in a topological 

space (X, T ‘) is den ) teJ bf r‘cl A. The quasiclosure 01 a subset A in a bi to

pological space (X, ,1, 감) is qcl fl="cl A r1,2cl A. Not ions 01 pairwise T k and 

weak pairwise T k spaces lor k= O,l , 2 and 3 coincide with those in [12J 

-, If (X, r" ,") is an arbitrary bitopogical space, then 

‘w (X) = (Ac Xl k ;tog;) , 

y' (X) = {AE.JlI" (X) I A is r closed} , 
4" (X) = (AE.JlI" (X) IA is quasiclosed }, 
5Y (X) =(AE.JlI" (X) IA is" or ,2 closed} , 
&W (X) = {AE.JlI" (X) I A is τ ， and ,2 closed}, 
g‘(찌 = (AE.JlI" (X) IA is" compact) , for ; = 1, 2, 

W*(X) =W'(X) nw2(x) , 
J.(ÀÎ=(AE ‘w (X) I A has at most n elements}_ 

If S' is one 01 the collect ions &W (X) , 5Y(X), 4" (X) , Y' (X) or .JlI" (X) then 

WS'= (AES' IA is quasicompact} , 
W*‘9"= (AES' IA is" and ,2 compact}. 

If S' is any collection of non-empty subsets 01 X, lor any subset VζXwe 

consider the following subco lJections 
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<V>= {A르f기 AcV} and > V<={AEj'， A n V*에. 

In part icul ar. the families 

g ' ={ < V> IVEr'}. {!'’ ={>V<IVEr‘} and .9=강' U캉l 

are subbases for topologies on .sr induced by 삼 in X; these are the upper 

semi-fin ite. the lower semi-finite and the finite (Vietoris) topology. re 

.spectively denoted by $ ' • .z‘ and 5 ' , The family of subcollections 
n 

< Vo ; v,‘ 끼>={AE.sr IAC Vo= ，U. V. and A n V.*ø for eack k=1 •...• n} 
40=1 

where VkE t"’ and nEN is a basis for the topology 5 ’ 
-, In [6J. in a bitopological space (X. r" r<) the equivalence relation - was 

<lefined by 

x-y ~ qcl{xl = qcl{y}. 

As in [6], let [xJ denote the equivalence c1ass of the element x of X. X be 
_1 _2 

the quotient set under the relation -, i\ i'''' and f the quotient topologies in 
Ìr _ r" _2 ~ _,_ __1 ~j， X of r' , !" and t' respectively, and ρ :X• X the quotient mapping. It was 

s hown [6. Theorem 1] that many of the bitopological properties are shared 

byXandX ‘ 

、~Ie make extensive use of the following results from [6] which are restated 

here for convenience 

PROPOSrTlON A ([6. Corollary 1]). For each semiopen (semiclosed) subset A 

()J X. p - '(þ(A))=A holds. 

PROPOsrTION B ([6. Proposition 4] ). Tke topology f is the least upper bound 
• _2 _1. ,_2 

topology oJ f ‘ Qnd t ", i.e. i=i'v r. 

PROPOSrTlON C ([6. Corollary 2]). The quotie l1t maPþing P is pairψise open 

.and þairwise closed. 

PROPOsrTlON D ([6. Corollary 3]) . For each xEX. the set [x] is quasicompact 

ùz X, hCllce r 1 and ,2 C011lþact 

PROPOSITION E ([6. Proposition 5]). For each AC X we kaνe 

f' c1 þ(A) =þ(" c1 A) Jor i = 1. 2. and qcl(p(A))=p(qcl A) . 

PROPOSrTlON F ( [6. Proposition 9]) . If a bitopologκ'al sþace (X, 'C
1, -r

2
) Îs 

þairwise Ro' the topological space (X, r) is an Ro space 

PROPOSrTlON G ([6. Proposition 11]). Eνery weak pairwise T 1 painνise Rl 
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ln the sequel the same notation is used for a topology on a set and [or the 

relative topology on its subset 

THEOREM 3. Let (X, <1 , ,-2) be a bitopological space , (,Y, i' 1, i'2) be it s quotient 

space and .F 0ηe 0/ co/ lectioηs Y (X) , ζ? (X) ， %(X) or .9i1 (X). 1/ 0‘ IS 0ηe of 

topologies .Y‘ Y ‘ or .Y‘ for i= l , 2, theη the corresponding hyperspaces ($, rl , 
r6 2) aηd (ff , fl , iJ2) are þairwise homeoη'lorphic 

PROOF. (i) We prove first, that the hyperspaces (.51' (.\'), 0\ 02
) and (Y (X) , 

íJ l, íJ') are pairwise homeomorphic. Let q ; .51' (X) • .51' (X) be defined by the 

quotient mapping p , i. e. for each ilε‘~ (J'-Î， q(A) =p(A) ‘ The mapping q is 
the restriction 01 the bijection q‘ Irom Proposition 6 01 [6J . The bijection 

q is pairwise continuous since for each t open subset V of X and the corre 

sponding subbasic elements of the topology jJ, i = l , 2, we have 

q-I (< V> )= (AEY (X) I p → l(p(A))ζP - I (끼 J =<p-I(V) >EY‘ 
and 

q -I(> V < ) = (AEY (X) Ip - 1 (p(il)) n p - 1(V) * øJ = > p -1 (V) <르Z‘-

Similarly, q is a pairwise open mapping since for each r‘ open subset V of 

X and the corresponding subbasic elements of the topology 감， i = 1.2, 

q( < V> ) = <P(V)> Ey' and q(> V< ) = > p (V) < E j'‘ 
holds. 

(ii) The pairwise homeomorphism q; .51' (X) • .51' (X) induces a pairwise 

homeomorphism of subspaces If2' (X) and lf2' (X). Furthermore, since p is a 

pairwise continuous and pain:vise closed mapping, q(γ(X)) = %(X) and 

q(.9i1 (À')) = .9i1 (X) holds. Hence q induces pairwise homeomorphisms 01 the 

corresponding subspaces. 

COROLLARY 1. Under the notations giψen 1η the þrevious theorem, the subspaces 

(gf, 6l, 62) ad (2fF, 6l, 62) , ( (g·F, 6l, θ2) ayld (g·F, 6l, 62) ) are 

þairwise homeomorphic. 

3. Hyperspaces of pairwise Ro and pairwise R
1 

spaces 

Some properties 01 hyperspaces of topological Ro and RI spaces have been 
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investigated in [IJ and [4J 、Ne consider here analogous questions in the case. 

of pairwise Ro and pairwise R l bitopological spaces 

Propositions F , E and D imply the following result 

COROLLARY 2. Jf (χ τ 1 ， r2) ts a pazrψise RO space, theη χ， (X)C 'i&"t&' (X) 

ζg‘t&' Ui') 슨ι7(X) ， i.e. X ζgζ? (X) ζ??*ζ? (X) ζt&' (X) 

The collection t&' (X) cannot be replaced by 5r(X) even in the case X is 

pairwise R, or pairwise regular, as Example 1 5hoW5. Example 1 of [7J shows

that the converse statement of the preν ious corollary does not hold in genera l. 

EXAMPLE 1. Let X=R, the set 01 real numbers, ,.' be the left hand topology 

and ,. ' the right hand topology. 5f이X) = {( ∞ ， aJ jaER} J { [ a , +∞) jaER) U 
{R} , while for each xER, [xJ = {x } 

PROPOSITION 1. Let (X, ,.', ,.' ) be pairwise Ro. For each Fεt&' (X), y-'c1 {F} 

ny-'c1 {F} = {F} , i.e. the quasiclosure of {F} in (t&' (X) , y-', y-') is {F) 

PROOF. Let F, HE t&' (X) and Fcþ ll. Then F= F, nF, and H=껴 n H2’ where 

Fk and 11k are ,k closed for k = l , 2. There is an xE(F→f꺼 J (H- F). (i) Let 

xEF- H. There exists an iE {l, 2} 5uch that x종서 Then xε까 and ,Jcl (，τ} ζ 

l간， for iEC{I,2) - {i }. Let V二 (，JcI {x})'. Then VECr' ’ ”εH‘ζV and Fct V. 

Let γ=<V>ECY'CY-'- Since Hε:;y a '1d Fèiγ， Hi중Y-'c1 {F) ， so H종qcl {F). 

(ii ) Jf xεJ-J-F, there is an i타1 ， 2} such that x5H and xgFr Let U=F;, 

then Uεr‘ and "W = > U< EC,?‘c Y-‘ lt follow5 that HEC"W, Fèi"W, 50 H홈3‘cl! 

{FJ. Hence , H종qcl {F) 

COROLLARY 3. Jf (X, '" '2) is pairwise RO' then for each FEC t&'(X) the set 

{F) is semiclosed in (t&' (X) , y- " y-' ), i.e. it is y- closed in t&' (X) , where y-= 
3 lVf2 ts tAe least upper bottYld topology of f l aRd j ?2-

COROLLARY 4. Jf (X, , ', , ' ) is pairwise Ro and ff is 0ηe of the collectioηs 

'if' t&' (X) or 'if' .t&'(찌， theπ for each EECff the set {FJ is quasiclosed (semiclosed) 

in (5', y- ' , y-') 

ln Proposition 1 and CorolJaries 3 an녕 4 the collection t&' (X) cannot be ‘ 

replaced by Y (X) in genera l. It can be seen from Example 1. For example , 
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forF= {O， I}Eif'Y' (찌ζW'Y'(X)ζY'(X) , qcl {F}=.7cl{F} 그H= [0 , l J and Hε 

WY' (X) Co/ 'Y' (X)ζY'(X) . 

PROPOSITION 2. Let (X, , 1, ,') be a pairwise Rl space alld .T be one 0/ the 
v ,;7'" ....1 ,,2 collections I17 (X) or Y' (X) . The subcollectioll X ‘ s semiclosed in (Y , 8\ 8~)， i. e‘ 

the collection Jj(R ) is semiclosed in (jr, iJt, iJ' ), where 0‘그Z’ fori=I , 2 

PROOF. Let FE:T-Jl(R). There are [x ], [yJEF such that [xJ*[y]' 

moreover qcl{x{nqcl{y)=ç\. There is an iE {l, 2} such that x $ <'cl{y}. Since 

X is pairwise R l' there are disjoint sets UIε감 and VE<' , jE {1 , 2} -{ i}, such 

that xEU, yEV‘ Then 'ffé=>U<εZ‘， γ=>V<.7' and FE?P='ffé nγ The 

collect ion ?p is semiopen in sr and ?p n Jj (R) =φ 

COROLLARY 5. Under lhe assumpliolls in the previous þroþositiol1, th! collection 

X is semiclosed in 'é'“잦 and its subspace 'i!f'.T. 

T he collection R need not be quasiclosed in any of the spaces 117 (X) and 

Y'( X), and their subspaces W I17 (X) and WY' (X) ‘ It can be seen again f rom 

Examp}e 1. The space (R, 2", 9) is pairw서se regu}ar, but for each F;εWI17 (X) 

- J
1 
(R) and each basic e}ement 쩍 for the top이。gy .7’ (;= 1,2) , FEÝifi 

implies ÝifinJ1 (R )* ç\. A}so, the converse of the above statement do not 

ho}d in general , as Example 1 of [7J shows. The space is not pairwise Rl ’ 
not even pair、.v i se Ro' but X is semiclosed in Y' (X) =117(X) ='i!f'Y' (X) =if'I17 (X) 

with the finite topo}ogies. 

'vVe emphasize that in genera} the }east upper bound topo}ogy .7 of .71 and 

‘;7' is strict}y coarser than the finite topoJogy induced by ,= <I V ". 

QUESTION. lf (X, ,1, r') is pairwise Ro' .T one of the collect ions Y' (찌 

or 117 (X) and R is semiclosed in (.T, 0
1
, 0') , is X pairwise Rl ? 

In fact , the proof of Theorem 1 of [3J gives the following improvement 

of that theorem and Propositions 5 and 6 of [3J 

PROPOSITION 3. Let Jl (X)cl17 (X) and (J be a collection SIlch that I17 (X) ζg 

(i) 1/ 0‘그3‘ for i= 1, 2, then (X, τ !，2) ls quasicomþact i/ and 0ηly if 

"' ((},f)\ f}'-) is quasicomþact. 

(i i) 1/ 0‘=갖 and 0'그.z1 /or i , jε {l， 2} and i"i=.j, the quasicomþactness 0/ 
the sþace (X, -r l, 't

2
) iwplies tke quasicomþactlless 0/ ((J, (j l , 02

). 
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From Theorem 1, Proposition 3 and Corollary 2 we have 
, 

PROPOSITION 4. Let (X , ~， , ") be a pair!νise Ro space aηd σ be a collection 

~I r 2 such that δ(X) CrJζý' (ÀÎ. (1) IJ 0 그，z' for i = 1, 2, the space (X, ,,, τ is 

"' .quasicomþact il and 0ηIy if (σ， rr , (j") is quasicompact 

(ii) IJ 0' =g' and OJ그，zJ for i , jE {l, 2) and i* j , the quasicompactness of 
2\ r" 1 ,, 2 (X, ""\ "'") imþlies the quasicomþaclness 0/ the hyperspace (σ • fJ\ f}" ) 

Let us re mark that in Proposi tions 3 and 4, instead of (J the collect ion of 

a ll quasicompact elements of (J can be considered. 

Vasude、 an and Goel gave in L10J a deta iled invest igation of separation 
x axioms in bitopological hyperspaces 2" , BC(X) and C(X) equipped with finite 

topologies. The first two are denoted in this paper by %(지 and .9J UC) while 
the third one is 0"‘%(XJ , We add here a few statements concerning weak 

pairwise T k and painvise T k axioms for ‘ k = O, 1, 2, in , the bitopological 

hyperspaces considered in this pape r. We observe that the weak pairιrise T ! 

<lxiom is stronger than the pairwise T
1 

axiom considered in [10]. (See [7] . ) 

PROPOSITION 5. For a bitopological space (X, ,,, ,") the hyperspace (.9J (X) , 
.0 1, 0') is pairωise T 0' where {}‘ 그，z' for i = 1,2. 

PROPOSIT!ON 6. IJ σζζ(X) aηd 0'그.z'， i=l , 2, the hyperspace (σ， e' , 0') 

is wea k pairwise T。

REMARK. Example 1 shows that Proposition 6 does not hold in general for 

the collection θ’ (X) ， and that the weak pairwise T o property cannot be 

replaced by pairwise 1'0' Since ý' (R) is the collection of all nonempty c10sed 

subsets of the realline, A =[ - !, 1} and B= {- l , 0, !} belong to 'é"ý' (R) c 

ý' (R ). For each VE.'C'U.ôil , AE> V< if and only if BE> V< a5 well as 

"' AE< V> if and only if BE<V>. j-jence, (ý' (R ) , 0" O~) and (0"ý' (R) , 0' , 
02

) are not weak pair、.vise T
O

' 

A150, the space (γ(XJ ， 3" , 3'2) is not painvise T
O 

since for A = [O, 十∞)

and B= R, there is no 3" open se t pi: such that AEPi: and B동W， nor a ..:72 

open set γ such that Aecγ and BE:Y. 

\1oreover, in Proposition 6 the finite or lm~，ler semi-[inite topology r/ cannot 

be replaced by the upper semi-finite topology g' . lt can be seen from the 
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following example 

EXAMPLE 2. Let X = R , ,.1 be the left hand topology and ,2 the indiscrete 
=1 ...".2 topology. Then 5Y (X) = {[a, +∞) l aER} U {R}. fn (5Y(찌， .7', Y<) both 

topologies are indiscrete, so the space is not weak pairwise T.。

PROPOSIT!ON 7. If (X, ,.1, ,, ') is pairwise Ro the hyperspace (&W(X) , yl , y') 

is þairwise T
1 

COROLLARY 6. If (X, ,. 1, ,. ') is pairwise RO' the;' (91' (저 ’ ‘9"1, y') is pair

wise RO' 

The converse of the above corollary does not hold in genera l. The space 

in Example 1 of ,7] is not pairwise Ro' but &l' (X) = {X} , so (&l' (X) , yl , y') 

is pairwise Ro 

QUEST ION. If (X, ,. 1, ,') is pairwise RO' is (Y, y r, y ') pairwise RO' where 

.호 is .5I' (X) or tl (X) ? 

But \\'e have ‘ 

[f (X, ,.) is RO and tl(X) or .5I' (X) is pairwise RO (pairwise Rj) ' then (X, 

r \ r") is pairwise RO (painvise R1). 

If (X, ,.1, ,.2) is pairwise Rl' any of the collect ions &W (X) , 5Y (X) , tl(찌 

.and .5I' (X) with the finite topologies y l and y 2 need not be pair、.vise R
1’ 

as 

follows from the topological case. (See Theorem 4.9 of [2].) 
, 

PROPOSIT!ON 8. If a bilOpological space (X, ,." ,.<) is pairwise R
1’ 

its hyper-

space (\if'‘ (X) , yl ’ ‘7 2) is also pairmse Rl 

P ROOF. Let .Y=\if" (À'). F, HEY and F;종3’ CI (J-l} for iE (l, 2}. There 

is a basic element rf=< Wo ; W1, Wn> E Y ’ such that FEγ and H올X 
\-\'e consider the follo\\Tjng cases 

1. [[ l/η !’/. =rþ fo r some kE {I, ... 씨， then there is an xEFn W
k
. lt follows 

lhat ,.' CI {x} C \η for jE (l, 2} - [i1. For each yεI-l， yeçr'cI {x} , 잉 there are 

VyErl , UyE'/ such that J'EVy' Xεu. and U.n U .. =tþ. A finite subcollection y -Y" ' - y 

m m 
.{ V".' "', V .. J covers H. Let V= U V" . and U= n μ T hen HεVEz-'， xEUEr' , 

ι ’ ~1 ‘ s= I J " 
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Hεγ= < V> EY'c ,7', F'εW=>U<드，z'ζf‘ and Wnγ=q， 

2. If H(tWo' then there is an ~εH그W~. It foll ows that ，‘cl{η}C W~. For 

each <pεκ FζWo implies ψð;，’ cl(η} ， so there are UcpEZ-\ VJþ드" such that 

ψεU~ ， ηε V~ and u~ n V~=φ . A finite ‘ subcollection {얀i， , Up-l covers E 
m m 

Let U= U 0,. , and V= n V"" Then FζUε남， ~EVEr ' and u n V=çí. Hence 
$=1 s=1 

FEW=<lJ>EY'ζf‘ HE'Y=> V<E，z'ε，7' and Wnγ=q，. 

PROPOSITIαJ 9. If (X, r1, 감) is pairψise Ro' thm (a' (X) , ,7', ,7' ) is weak 

pairwise T J 

PROOF. Let F, Hεa' (X) and F* H. There is an xε (F-매 U (1-1- F). Let 
k 

xEF- H. Since H=H,n H" where 껴‘ is ," closed for k= 1, 2, there is an 

iε( 1 ， 2 ) such that x훌Hi ' X is painvise Rot hence z}cl {x} n셔 =q" for jE [1 , 2} 

1 ,. ， ~C 

- [iJ. Let U=H‘ and V= (t'cl{x})". Then FEW =>U<ε，z'ζf‘ ， lið;W , liE 

γ=<V>EY'ζ，7' and Fð;'Y 

From Propositions 8, 9 and G, we have the foll owing result 

COROLLARY 7. If (X, ,', 감) is pairwise R" then ('i!?*a' (X) , ,7', ,7') and 

its subspace ('i!?a'(X) , ,7', ,7') are weak pairwise T , 

Theorem 3.3 of [10] can be generalised as foll ows: 

PROPOSITION 10. 11 (X, ,', <') is pa‘rW lSe r‘gular, the,1 (47(X) , fl , 32} 

i$ weak pairwise T 2 

Example 1 shows that in Propositions 9 and 10 and Corollary 7, the collection 
~， 

a' (X) cannot be replaced by Y (찌. The space (Y( R), ,7' , ,7') and its. 
~， 

subspace ('i!?Y(R) , ,7', ,7') are not even weak pairwise To' while (R, Sf', 

$ ) is pairwise regular. Also, any of the finite topologies cannot be replaced 
by a semi.finite. 

The converse statements to Propositions 9 and 10 and Corollary 7 do not 

hold, as the following example shows. 

l EXAMPLE 3. Let X ={a , b} , ,'= {q" {a j, X} and ,. be discrele topology. 

The space (X, t' , , ' ) is not pairwise Ro' but the space (Y , ,7" ,7') is 
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""\veak pair‘vise T 2, where 5'=9'(지 =.:2'(X) =Jr"(X) =.w (찌=Y!f' 5'. 

PROPOSlTION 11. [f i1l the bitopological space (X, 넌， r 2) the space (X, r') is 

T"O'그3" and 02 is one of topologies .72, 3'2 or ,z2, the space (.w (찌 ， 0', 02) 

is weak pairwise T 0 

. 2 COROLLARY 8. lf a space (X , r', r") is pairψise T l and Oe그Ft jbr 1 =l, 2, 

the hyperspace (JV(X) , 0' , 0') is þairwise T。

T he proof of Theorem 2.3 of [ 10] gives in fact the follow ing improvement 

PROPOSITI야 12. [f (X, 넌 ， -z: 2) is pairψise T" (Jr" (X) , .7', .72) is ψeak 
þairwise T 1" 

PROPOSITION 13. [f (X, "’ r2) is palmlSe T ‘ ’ 8그P’ and 0'그.7' for i , jε 

(1, 2) and i최 ， t he space (Y!f" ( ÀÎ , 0' , 02) is ψeak þainνise T 2 

COROLLARY 9. lf (X, ,', 감 is pairwise T 2 and σC'i!i" ( X) , the space (17, 
_2 ..7\ ...9"") is þairwise T 2‘ 
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